We recently completed our monthly survey (~7,600 respondents) which saw little change in both C2Q22’s and C3Q22’s outlook for growth and seasonality. However, the bookings outlook for C3Q weakened vs. last month’s survey.

Our C2Q22 outlook shows a weaker outlook vs. previous years including pre-COVID, with seasonality roughly in line with CY19. The bookings outlook for C2Q22 is much weaker vs. pre-COVID levels.

Our C3Q22 outlook also shows a return to more normal pre-COVID expectations; however, the bookings outlook for C2Q22 far weaker. We believe this is a harbinger of weakening demand for 2H.

The survey showed C2Q22 roughly the same outlook vs. last month with 41% seeing the quarter being better vs. 40% previously; while 26% see it as better vs. 28% last month.

The survey also showed C3Q22 outlook roughly the same vs. last month; with 57% expecting q/q growth vs. 59% previously; while 17% see it as weaker vs. 16% last month.

Backlog cancellation expectations (slide 7) continues to show negative trends.

Key product inventory and availability (slide 8) showed improvement in availability across all key products and are now at nominal levels. Of note is the significant increase in both DARM and NAND availability.

Inventories growth outlook (slide 9) showed a significant increase in inventories for both C2Q and C3Q.
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Most critical product types are now at nominal inventory levels.
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